Dermatological conditions of the vulva.
Management of vulval conditions in the elderly will present no special problems if the following points are borne in mind: 1. The patient's condition will often be multifactorial; the components should be unravelled and the patient followed until the picture is clear. 2. Point 1 is particularly important because infections and neoplasia can easily go unrecognized. 3. Biopsy will often be needed. 4. Management of chronic dermatological conditions (especially where systemic treatment is indicated) is usually best carried out by the dermatologist. 5. It is vital to consider the area as one would any other as regards diagnosis of cutaneous and mucosal lesions. With this approach the vast majority of lesions can be accurately named and reasonable treatment given. To this end the naked-eye morphology, and the histopathological evidence which will sometimes be a necessary supplement, must be accurately described and understood. 6. The study of vulval conditions is interdisciplinary. 7. Much old and contentious terminology is now obsolete. The new classification is simple and should be universally applied by gynaecologists, dermatologists and pathologists so that other involved clinicians are helped rather than confused.